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“Integrated Report Portal” Is Opened - Comprehensively
Disclosing Financial and Non-Financial Information,
Strategies and Objectives
~ First public disclosure of management messages, value creation strategy, etc. ~

ZOZO, Inc. (headquartered in Chiba City, Chiba Prefecture, Representative Director, President & CEO: SAWADA
Kotaro), which operates the fashion e-commerce ZOZOTOWN, has newly opened an “Integrated Report Portal”
on its corporate website today. This integrated portal provides a comprehensive overview of financial and nonfinancial information for a wide range of stakeholders, including shareholders and investors, to understand ZOZO
Group's business management and corporate activities.
In April 2021, we announced our sustainability statement “Fashion Connects and Leads us to a Sustainable
Future.” and Key Actions, followed by announcements such as the “2030 Carbon Neutral Declaration”

(*),

which aims to reduce greenhouse gas emissions (GHG emissions) from the business activities, to net-zero by
FY2030, proceeding towards the realization of a new era of fashion that will improve our environment and
society.
The integrated portal publishes messages from SAWADA Kotaro - Representative Director, President & CEO,
and YANAGISAWA Koji - Director, Executive Vice President & CFO regarding the importance in both
sustainability and corporate growth, and the direction of the companyʼs future growth, as well as our value
creation strategy. In addition, information that has been disclosed to date, such as the materiality map, which
have identified materiality that is of great importance to both us and our stakeholders, ESG data, financial
highlights, and each activity we promote based on the Sustainability Statement, are now accessible from the
portal.
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Using this portal as a tool for constructive communications with our stakeholders, we envision a new era of
fashion that will improve our environment and society, and continue working towards realizing our corporate
philosophy, "Inspire the world. Deliver joy every day."
(*) Reduce scope 1 and scope 2 of GHG emissions classified by GHG Protocol to net-zero.
Scope 1: direct emissions from owned or controlled sources of the company (fuel combustion, industry-wide process)
Scope 2: indirect emissions from the electricity, heat and steam generation of purchased energy

<About Integrated Report Portal>
■Name

: Integrated Report Portal

■Contents

: Management messages, business overview, value creation strategy, sustainability promotion,
etc.

■Opening Date : July 27th, 2022
■URL

: https://corp.zozo.com/en/integratedreport/

<ZOZO's Sustainability>
■Sustainability Statement
“Fashion Connects and Leads us to a Sustainable Future.”
We at ZOZO envision a new era of fashion that will improve our environment and society.
Harnessing the power of imagination, creativity and innovative technologies, we will prioritize impact above
individual gain.
We are committed to solving the challenges our planet faces by connecting people, technology and fashion in
new ways.
We believe in creating a world where fashion enriches our lives, now and forever.
■Key Actions
1. Highlight sustainable fashion choices to improve usersʼ experience.
2. Create a made-to-order platform for zero waste.
3. Promote diversity, equity & inclusion among everyone involved in fashion.
4. Contribute to sustainable community development.
■Sustainability Home : https://corp.zozo.com/en/sustainability/

<About ZOZO, Inc.>
ZOZO, Inc. owns and operates ZOZOTOWN, Japanʼs largest fashion e-commerce. Housed within ZOZOTOWN
are category specialized malls such as ZOZOCOSME and ZOZOSHOES; ZOZOUSED, a second-hand clothing
fashion mall; ZOZOVILLA, a section dedicated to luxury & designer brands; YOUR BRAND PROJECT; a D2C
business that provides consumers an opportunity to share their sense of style and fashion by creating their own
personal fashion brand; WEAR, a SNS for sharing stylings and outfits, and more - various services for fashion
lovers. ZOZO has also developed technology devices for body measurement, such as the ZOZOSUIT, ZOZOMAT,
and ZOZOGLASS.
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